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THE POLYTECHNIC ASSOCIATION OF THE AMER-

ICAN INSTITUTE. 

The l1sual we<:<kly meeting oT the Association was 
held at its room at the Couper Institute, on Thursday 
evening, ,Sept. 19, 1861. We publish an account of 
such portion of the proceedings as we think will be 
interesting to our readers. 

EFFECT OF THE WAR ON THE MECHANIC ARTS. 

President MASON read his paper on this subject. The 
first effect of the breaking out of the war was to draw 
off a large portion of mechanics. In the county op
posite his residence on the North River, which has 
large manufacturing interests, it was easy to raise a 
regiment, while in Duchess county, a purely farming 
district, it was difficult to recruit a single company. 
Whatever else may'be the result of the war, the 
South will learn not to despise the mechanic al·ts. Even if 
separation should result, this would not prove disas
trous to the North. 

Mr. GARBONNETTI-If the war should continue two 
or three years, cotton will be supplied from other 
places, and will cease to be produced in this country. 
If the cotton culture is abandoned, the cause of the 
war, slavery, will be permanently removed. 

Dr. STEVENS-If the war should be short, as we all 
hope and pray that it may, it will produce only a 
temporary effect on our mechanical operations, but if 
it should last five or seven years, it will destroy our 
largest manufacturing interest. The machinery in 
the cotton manufacture must be adapted to the kind 
of staple worked. I have been told by manufacturers 
that'a difference of a quarter of an inch, even, requires 
a change of machinery. Now there is no country 
except the United States that can raise the various 
kinds of cotton to which our machinery is adapted. 
To produce co.tton successfully, s<:<veral conditions of 
climate are �uired:' Frequent showers combined 
with abundant heat must prevail in the early part of 
the season, while the plant is growing, and then a 
long period of dry weather is neces�ry for the gath
ering of the crop. Were the heat and moisture alone 
sufficient, the tropics would be the best places for cul
tivating cotton. The plant grows with great vigor in 
South America, but three quarters of the fiber always 
rots before it can be collected. Our glorious autumn 
days are to be found nowhere else on the face of this 
earth. The trade winds, which come across the At
lantic, become loaded with moisture, and as they are 
deflected northward over the land, they pour down 
their showers upon it. In the fall these winds are 
diverted to the south, and the showers cease, giving 
that long dry season which is devoted to picking cot
ton. A belt of country along our coast, stretching 
from Texas to the southern boundary of North Caro
lina, and extending inland from 100 to 300 miles, has 
peculiar advantages for produeing the cotton fiber, 
which do not exist in any other place on the surface 
of our planet. 

PresidentMA80N-I will remark, that in the early 
part of the year I devoted a good deal of time to in
vestigating the efforts that have been made for pro
curing a supply of cotton for England. A very full 
history of these efforts is contained in the Reports of 
Parliamentary Debates, of which a set is to be found 
in the Astor Library. I read the reports relating to 
this subject from beginning to end. The great effort 
to introduce the culture of cotton in India commenced 
in 1841. The plan was then adopted of sending ex
perienced cultivators from this country to India, with 
seed, utensils and all conveniencies for prosecuting 
the labor. The enterprise was persevered in, not
withstanding its discouraging failures, for fourteen 
years; finally, after all these efforts, and the expen
diture of vast sums of money, the scheme was aban
doned as hopeless. The last entry in the records is in 
these words :-" It is re solved that the cotton on hand shall 
be sent to China and sold for what it will bring, and the ex
perime nt  shall be considered as closed." 

SUBJECT FOR THE NEXT MEETING. 

Mr. DIBBEN-I offer as the subject for the next 
evening, "Piers and Docks." 

This was adopted, with the usual understanding 
that the proposer will open the discussion with an 
elaborate paper on the subject. 

1 ••• 

THE large carpet manufactory of E. S. Higgins & 
Co., Forty-third street, this city, which had been 
closed since the month of April last, commenced run. 
ning again on the 16th ult. 

Extracts from Fairbairn's Address. 

At a meeting of the British Association for the Ad
vancement of Science at Manchester, on the 3d of 
September, the President, Mr. William Fairbairn, 
made an address on the general state of science and 
art, from which we take the following extracts :-

SCIENCE BENEFICIAL. 

At no former period did science contribute so much 
to the use of life and the wants of society. And in 
doing this it has only been fulfilling that mission 
which Bacon, the great father of modern science, ap
pointed for it, when he wrote that "the legitimate 
goal of the science is the endowment of human life 
with new inventions and riches," and when he sought 
for a natural philosophy which, not spending its en
ergy on barren disquisitions, "should be operative 
for the benefit and endowment of mankind." 

enable Sheffield manufacturers to replace their present 
uncertain, cumbrous, and expensive proce�s, by a 
method at once simple and inexpensive, and so com
pletely under control as to admit of any required de
gree of conversion being obtained with absolute cer
tainty. Mr. Crace Calvert has also proved that cast 
iron contains nitrogen, and has shown that it is a de
finite compound of carbon and iron mixed with va
rious proportions of metallic iron, according to its 
nature. 

INTERNAL HEAT OF THE EARTH. 

It is well known that the temperature increases, as 
we descend through the earth's crust, from a certain 
point near the surface, at which the temperature is 
constant. In various mines, borings, and Artesian 
wells, the temperature has been found to increase 
about 10 Fah. for every sixty or sixty-five feet of de-

CONSTITUTION OF THE SUN. scent. In some carefully-conducted experiments 
Our knowledge of the physical constitution of the during the sinking of Dukinfield Deep Mine-one of 

central body of our system seems likely, at the pres- the deepest pits in this country-it was found that a 
ent time, to be much increased. The spots on the mean increase of about 10 in seventy-one feet occurred. 
sun's disk were noticed by Galileo and his cotem por- If we take the ratio thus indicated, and assume it to 
aries, and enabled them to ascertain the time of its extend to much greater depths, we should reach at 
rotation and the inclination of its axis. They also two and a half miles from the surface strata at the 
correctly inferred, from their appearance, the exist- temperature of boiling water; and at depths of about 
ence of a luminous envelope, in which funnel-shaped fifty or sixty miles the temperature would be sufficient 
depressio�s revealed a solid and dark nucleus. Just to melt, under the ordinary pressure of the atmo
a century 'ago? Alexander Wilson indicated the pres- sphere, the hardest rocks. Reasoning from these facts, 
ence of a second and less luminous envelope beneath it would appear that the mass of the globe, at no great 
the outer stratum, and his discovery was confirmed by depth, must be in a fluid state. But this deduction 
Sir William Herschel, who was led to assume the pres- requires to be modified by other considerations, viz., 
ence. ora double stratum of clouds, the upper intense- the influence of pressure on the fusing point, and the 
ly luminous, the lower gray, and forming the penum- relative conductivity of the rocks which form the 
bra of the spots. Observations during eclipses have earth's crust. To solve these questions a series of 
rendered probable the supposition that a third and important experiments were instituted by Mr. Hop
outermost stratum of imperfect transparency encloses kins, in the prosecution of which Dr. Joule and my
concentrically the other envelopes. Still more re- self took part; and after a long and laborious inves
cently, the remarkable discoveries of Kirchoff and tigation, it was found that the temperature of fluid
Bunsen require us to believe that a solid or liquid pho- ity increase<;l about 10 Fah., for every 500 !bs. press
tosphere is seen through an atmosphere containing ure, in the case of spermaceti, beeswax and other 
iron, sodium, lithium, and other metals in a vapor- similar substances. However, on extending these ex
ous condition. periments to less compressible substances, such as tin 

We must still wait for the application of more per- and barytes, a similar increase was not observed. But 
fect instruments, and especially for the careful regis- this series of experiments has been unavoidably inter
tering of the appearances of the Sun by the photohe- rupted; ilOr is the series on the conductivity of rocks 
liograph of Sir John Herschel, so ably employed by entirely finished. Until they have been completed by 
Mr. Warren de la Rue, Mr. Welsh and others, before Mr. Hopkins, we can only make a partial use of them 
we can expect a solution of all the problems thus sug- in forming an opinion of the, thickness of the earth's 
gested. solid crust. Judging, however, alone from the 

DYES IN COAL TAR. greater conductivity of the igneous rocks, we may 
What would now be the condition of calico-print- calculate that the thickness cannot possibly be less 

ing, bleaching, dyeing, and even agriculture itself, if than nearly three times as great as that calculated in 
they had been deprived of the aid of theoretic chem- the usual il11ppositions of the conductive power of the 
istry ? terrestrial mass at enormous depths, being no greater 

For example :-Aniline-first discovered in coal tar than that of the superficial sedimentary beds. Other 
by Dr. Hoffman, who has so admirably developed its modes of investigation which Mr. Hopkins has 
pro�erties-is now most extensively used as the basis brought to bear on this question appear to lead to the 
of red, blue, violet and green dyes. This important conclusion that the thickness of the earth's crust is  
discovery will probably, in a few years, render this much greater than that above stated. This would re
country independent of the world for dye stuffs; and quire us to assume that a part of the heat in the crust 
it is more than pi:obable that England, instead of is due to superficial and external rather than central 
drawing her dye stuffs from foreign countries, may causes. This does not bear directly against the doc
herself become the center from which all the world trine of central heat, but shows that only a part of 
will be supplied. the increase of temperature observed in mines" and 

It is an interesting fact that at the same time in deep wells is due to the outward flow of that heat. 
another branch of this science, M. Tournet has lately STEAM PLOWING. 

demonstrated that the colors of gems, such as the I cannot conclude this notice of the steam engine 
emerald, aqua-marina, amethyst, smoked rock crys- without observing the changes it is destined to effect 
tal and others, are due to volatile hydro-carbons, first in the cultivation of the soil. It is but a short time 
noticed by Sir David Brewster in clouded topaz, and since it was thought inapplicable to agriCUltural pur
that they are not derived from metallic oxyds as has poses from its great weight and expense. But more 
been hitherto believed. recent experience has proved this to be a mistake, 

THE COMPOSITION OF STEEL. • and already in most districts we find that it has been 
In noticing the more recent discoveries in this im- pressed .into the service of the farm. The small loco

portant science, I must not pass over in silence the motive, mounted on a "frame with four wheels, travels 
valuable light which chemistry has thrown upon the from village to village with its attendant, the thrash
composition of iron and steel. Although Despretz iug machine, performing the operations ofthrashing, 
demonstrated many years ago that iron would com- winnowing and cleaning at less than oue-half the 
bine with nitrogen, yet it was not unti11857 that Mr. cost by the old and tedious process of hand labor. 
C. Binks proved that nitrogen is an essential element Its application to plowing and tilling on a large scale 
of steel, and more recently M. Caron and M. Fremy is, in my opinion, still. in its infancy; and I doubt 
have further elucidated this subject; the former show- not that many members of this association will live 
ing that cyanogen, or cyanide of ammonium, is the to see the .steam plow in operation over the whole 
essential element which converts wrought iron into length and breadth of the land. Much has to bedone 
steel; the latter combining iron with nitrogen before this important change can be successfully ac� 
through the medium of ammonia, and then convert- complished; but, with the aid of the agriculturist 
ing it into steel by bringing it at the proper tempera- preparing the land so as to meet the requirements of 
ture into C9ntact wUh . qommon coal gas. There is steam machinery, we may reasonably look forward to 
little doubt that in *' h years these discoveries will a new era in the cultivatioIl Qf. tbe soil. 
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THE BESSEMER STEEL. hundred to two thousand feet, when. the structure On the Manufacture of Collodion. 

Previously to the invention of Henry Cort the man- would be destroyed by its own weight. The following record of experlrnElnts are given in 
ufacture of wrought iron was of the most crude and SUPPLY .OF WATER FOR LONDON. the Journal of Maryland College, by Mr. Wm. S. Thomp-
primitive description. A hearth and a pair of bel- We mlty reasonably look forward to an extension son. He says :-
lows were all that were employed. But since the in- of similar benefits to the metropolis, by the same For the purpose of testing the solubility of the cotton 

. in menstrua of ether and alcohol mixed In various pro-troduction of puddling the iron masters have in- engineer, Mr. Bateman, whose energies are now di- portions, I prepared a series of three, which I will desig-
creased the production to an extraordinary extent, rected to an examination of the pure fountains of nate by numbers, as follows:-
down to the present time, when processes for the di- Wales, from whence the future supply of water to the No. 1. 

5 Ether, parts, by measure ... .................. . rect conversion of wrought iron on a large scale are great city is likely to be derived. A work of so Alcohol, do. . .................... , 1 
being attempted. A consecutive series of chemical gigantic a character may be looked upon as problem- No.2. 

4 researches into the different processes, from the cal- atical, but when it is known that six or seven millions Ether, parts, by measure ..................... . 
Alcohol, do. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. 1 

cining of the ore to the production of the bar carried of money would be sufficient for its execution, I can see No. 3 . 

on by Dr. Percy and others, has led t o  a revolution n o  reason why an undertaking of so much conS6- Ether, parts, by measure .................. .. . 3 
Alcohol, do. .. .. ....... '" ........ 1 

in the manufacture of iron; and although it is at the quence to the health of London should not ultimately 

I 
FIRST EXPERIMENT. 

present moment in a state of transition, it neverthe- be accomplished. Sixty grains of carded cotton W'ere immersed in the fol-
Isss requires no very great discernment to perceive that OCEAN TELEGRAPHY. lowing mixture: Nitric acid (sp. gr. 1.41), 1 fluid ouuce ; 
steel and iron of any required tenacity will be made It is well known that three conditions are essential' sulphuric .acid (commercial), � flu.id ounce. Having mixed 

the acids In a shallow porcelaIn diSh, the temperiloture rose 
in the same furnace with a facility and certainty'never to success in the construction of ocean telegraphs- to 900 Fah., and fell to 800 Fah., when the cotton was im-
before attained. This has been effected, to some ex- perfect insulation, external protection and appropri- mersed. At the expiration of ten minutes, the cot-

. . ton was thorougly washed with water and dried at a tent, by improvements in puddling; but the process ate apparatus for laymg the cable safely on Its ocean low temperature. One part of this cotton and 150 parts 
of Mr. Bessemer-first made known at the meetings bed. That we are far from having succeeded in ful- by weight of menstruum No. 1 formed a very thick collo
of this association at Cheltenham-affords the high- filling these conditions is evident from the fact that dl�n, leaving a small q�antity of undissolve� sed,iment. 

With menstruum No.2, In the some proportIOn, It also 
est promise of certainty and perfection in the opera- out of twelve thousand miles of submarine cable formed a good collodion with about the same amount of 
tion of converting the melted pig direct into steel which have been laid since 1851 only three thousand sediment as in No. 1. With menstruum No. 3 ,in the same 

. " ' proportion, it formed a thick collodion with scarcely a or iron, and is likely to lead to the most important miles are actually m workmg order; so that three- trace of sediment or undissolved cotton. 
developments in this manufacture. These improve- fourths may be considered as a failure and loss to the SECOND EXPERIMENT. 

ments in the production of the material must, in country. Tb-e insulators hitherto employed are sub
their turn, stimulate its application on a larger scale ject to deterioratfon from mechanical violence, from 
and lead to new constructions. chemical decomposition or decay, and from the absorp-

IRON SHIPBUILDING. tion of water; but the last circumstance does not 
In iron shipbuilding an immense field is opening appear to influence seriously the durability of cables. 

before us. Our wooden walls hava, to all !fppearance, EleCtricalry, india rubber possesses high advantages, 
seen their last days; and as one of the early pioneers and,next to it, Wray's compound and pure gutta 
in iron construction as applied to shipbuilding, I am percha far surpass the commercial gutta percha hith
highly gratified to witness a change of opinion that erto employed; but it remains to be se€U whether the 
augurs well for the security of the .l!berties of the mechanical and commercial difficulties in the employ
country. From t!;ie cOmrrumceme11lof iron shipbuild- ment of these new materials can be successfully over
ing in 1830 to the present time, there could be only come. The external protecting covering is still a 
one opinion among those best acquainted with the subject of anxious consideration. The objections to 
subject, namely, that iron must eventually supersede iron wire are its weight and liability to corrosion. 
timber in every form of naval constJruction. The Hemp has been substituted, but at present with no 
large ocean steamers Himalaya, the Persia and th� Great satisfactory result. All these difficulties, together 
Eastern abundantly show what can be done with iron, with those connected with the coiling and paying out 
and we have· only to look at the new sY$tem of casing of the cable, will no doubt yield to careful experi
ships with armor plates to be convinced that we can ment and the employment of proper instruments in 
no longer build wooden vessels of war with safety to its construction and its final deposit on the bed of the 
our naval superiority and the best interests of the ocean. 
country.. I give no opinion as to the details of the 
reconstruction of the navy-that is reserved for an

, ... 
Reopening of the Polytechnic College, 

other place-but I may state that I am fully per
suaded that the whole of our ships of war must be 
rebuilt of iron, and defended with iron armor calcu
lated to resist projectiles of the heaviest description 
at high velocities. 

WROUGHT mON GUNS. 

The rifling of heavy ordnance, the introduction of 
wrought iron, and the new principle of construction 
with strained hoops, have given to all countries the 
means of increasing enormously the destructive power 
of their ordnance. One of the results of this intro
duction of wrought iron, and correct principles of 
manufacture, is the reduction of the weight of the 
new guns to about two-thirds the weight of the older 
cast-iron ordnance. Hence follows the facility with 
which guns of much greater power can be worked, 
whilst the range and precision of fire are at the same 
time increased. But these improvements cannot be 
confined to ourselves, Other nations are increasing 
the power and range of their artillery in a similar 
degree, and the energies of the nation must, there
fore, be directed to maintain the superio;rity of our 
navy in armor as well as in armament. 

IRON BRIDGES. 

We have already seen a new era in the history of 
the construction of bridges, resulting from the use of 
Iron j and we have only. to examine those of the 

This institution commenced its Ninth Annual Ses
sion in Philadelphia on the 16th ult., after a vacation 
of nine weeks. Advantage has been taken of the in
terval to increase and rearrange the cabinets of miner
alogy, geology and paleontology, to refit the chemi
cal laboratory and add to the instruments and other 
apparatus of illustration. The faculty has been in
creased in numbers and efficiency by the appointment 
of Col. Charles M. Eakin, formerly instructor at West 
Point, as Superintendent of Military Instruction, and 
Mr. Emil Pollmer, formerly of the Royal School of 
Mines, Freiberg, Saxony, as assistant in the Schools 
of Mines and Chemistry. The other members of the 
faculty are Henry Vethake, LL. D., Professor of 
Higher Mathematics; L. Geo. Franck, C. E:, Profes
sor of Engineering, Mechanics, Architecture and 
Drawing; Alfred L. Kennedy, M. D., Professor of 
Geology, Mineralogy and of General and Applied 
Chemistry; Furman Sheppard, A. M., Lecturer on 
Industrial Jurisprudence; V. de Amarelli, LL. D., 
Ph. D., Professor of Modern Languages and Liter
ature; D. Dwight Willard, Adjunct Professor of 
Mathematics and Instructor in Scientific School ; 
and J. F. Holt, M. D., Instructor in Scientific School. 
The classes of the Polytechnic are annually increasing 
in numbers. 
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Sixty grains of cotton .were i.mmersed in the. acid �ix
ture in the same proportIOn as ID the first experiment, ID a 
deep porcelain mortar. Upon mixing the acids, the tem
p erature rose to 105° Fah., and fell to 95° upon immers
Ing the cotton. By this experiment, a more soluble cot
ton was formed than in the first experiment; but men
struum No. 3 proved to be the best solvent. 

THIRD EXPERIMENT. 

This experiment was made with double the amount of 
material used in the preceding, in the same mortar. Upon 
mixing the acidS, the temperature rose to 120° Fah ., and 
fell to 110° Fah. when the cotton was immersed. The re
sulting cotton was entirely soluble in menstruum No.3, but 
with Nos. 1 and 2, leaving a small quantity of sediment. 

From the foregoing experiments, I infer that an eleva
ted temperature, sPy from 110° to 130° Fah., is favorable 
to the formation of a very soluble collodion cotton, and 
that a menstruum containing a large proportion of alcohol 
is the best solvent. 

Ginseng for China. 

A short time ago no less than fifty tuns of ginseng 
was shipped from St. Paul's, Minn., for China, via 

New York. We receive tea and silk and pig tail8 
from the Mandarins, and in return 8b-nd cotton oloth, 
ginseng and gold. No less than one hundred and " 
fifty tuns of ginseng are sent from Minnesota annu
ally, all of which, we believe, goes to China. It is 
shipped in easks which contain about two hundred 
and fifty pounds each, and the price is about eighty 
cents per pound. It is said to be quite a profitable 
herb to dig up for export. It grows in the Northern, 
Middle and Western States, and the root is largely 
used as a favorite medical drug by the descendants of 
Shem in China. 

Ginseng contains starch, gum, resin and a peculiar 
essential oil. Before it is taken as a medicine the 
custom pursued by each Chinaman is to rest' in 
quietude for several hours, communing with the 
ghosts of his forefathers; afterward it is a sure cure, 
we suppose. __________ �_� __ ------___ 

EIGHTY YEARS' PROGRESS OF THE UNITED ST ATES.

We have received from the publisher, L. Stebbins, of 
Worcester, Mass., a work in two large volumes b"ar
ing the above title. It is designed to show the 
various channels of industry and education through 
which the people of the United States have arisen 
from a British colony to their present national im
portance. It contains elaborately illustrated articl{;s 
on the fur trade, the hat manufacture, improvements' 
in the means of travel and transportation, manufac
tures of cotton, wool, paper, leather, boots and shoes, 
firearms, cutlery, carriages and coaches, clocks and 
watches, electroplated ware, pins, refined sugars, silk, 
fireproof safes, bank locks, glass, india-rubber, &c., 
&c., &c. It contains a vast mass of valuable informa
tion in a form accessible to all, and we think every 
family in the land ought to possess a set of these 
volumes for ready reference. 

, •• I 

tubular form over the Conway and Menai Straits to G ALVANIZING CAST ·!RoN.-The Moniteur du Oommerce 
be convinced of the durability, strength and lightness says that all the difficulties of coating cast iron with 
of tubular cd�tructions applied to the support of copper by the galvanic process have been overcome by 
railways or comtllon rooos, in spans which, ten years M. Oudry, of Paris, by the simple process of varnish
ago, were considered beyond the reach of human ing the iron before placing it in the bath. The Moni

skill. When it is considel'_�" that stone bridges do teur states that there are in the Bois de Boulogne three 
not exceed one hundred and fifty feet in span, nor kinds of candelebra, the first in bronze, the second in THE ROTHSOHILDS are now chief owners of the London 
cast-iron bridges two hundred and fifty feet, we can cast iron painted, and the third in cast iron covered 'l'ime8. Suspicious people see in this fact an explana
estimate the progress which has been mads in crossing with copper by M. Oudry's process j and tho�e of the tion of its persistent attacks upon American credit, 
riverscfour hundred or five hundred. feet in width, last kind alone have preserved their luster. "They which they hope will enable them to get the loon 
without any support at the middle of the stream. are as brilliant and perfect as at the moment Of com- cheaper. It would be singular if we should bring the 
Even .spans, greatly in excess of this; may be bridged· ing froiD. the work shop," The kind of varnish.em- war to a.close without going to Jew or Gentile in En· 
over with safety, provided we do not exceed eighteen ployed is not given, gNmd'fDr belp. 
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Testing Tubes. 

We have received a pamphlet by Chades Legge, 
Civil Engineer, entitled " A Glance at Victoria 
Bridge," giving a very interesting history of the rise 
and progress of that gigantic structure. The author 
gives the following account of the manner in which 
the great tubes were tested, and of his personal ex
perience in connection with the experiment :-

On the 15th of December, preparations were completed 
for a final test of the strength of the tubes; singularly 
enough at the same time, with the close of navigation, 
when vast fields of ice, under nature's superintendence, 
were hurling their solid masses against the masonry of the 
piers and testing their efficiency and strength by over one 
million tuns a minute. Any force or weight man could 
bring into comparison with this, would be puny in the ex
treme. 

Yet notwithstanding the inability of competing with na
ture's test, a load had been obtained such as seldom be
fore was �een for alike purpose. A train of platform cars 
520'feet in length, extending over two tubes, was loaded, 
almost to the breaking limit of the cars, with large blocks 
of stones, ,and in readiness for the experiment. 

PriQr to this a steel wire was extended the entire length 
ryf the'tubes for the purpose of measuring the deflection, 
and strained by heavy weights as tightly as possible over 
pulleys at every bearing of the tube. 'fhis wire formed 
tile datum from which all movements were to be measured 
on slips of card attached to vertical staves at various 
points along the tube. 

During the two days oecupied with the test the public 
were rigorously excluded, none being admitted by Mr. 
Hodges to witness the experiment but Mr. Keefer, Deputy 
Commissioner of Public Works, Canada, the engineers be
longing to his statl', with Mr. Ross, and the two engineers 
from England. At each slip of paper one of his assistants 
was placed and provided with a lamp and a pencil by 
which to make the necessary marks. 

The loaded train was then taken hold of by two of the most 
powerful engines belonging to the Grand Trunk a nd, with 
extreme difficulty from the great weight, bronght into the 
first two tubes, beyond which all their united efforts failed 
to draw it. A third engine having been obtained, the three 
were barely able to force the load along to the centre of 
the bridge; when night coming on, the test of the remain
ing portion of the bridge �a� deferred..until the following 
day. - . 

J<;arly next morning, the interesting experiment was re
sumed, and concluded during the day. 

III giving the result of the fearful ordeal to which the 
tubes were subjected, we will only note the. deflection on 
a pair of the side tubes, the others being similar, and the 
central one. • 

When the train covered the first tube, the deflection in 
the centre amounted to t of an inch, and the adjoining one, 
to which it was coupled, was lifted in the middle �. of an 
inch. 1'he load then being placed over both tubes, the 
deflection was the aame--in eaeh, or J of an inch in the 
middle:;. a� on being entirety removed, both tubes re
sumed their original level. 

The 'large centre span, entirely disconnected from the 
other tubes, on being covered with the load throughout 
its entire length, deflected in the centre only 1� inches, and 
came back to its previous level on the load being removed. 

All these results were considered highly satisfactory, as 
being considerably within the calculated deflectionforsuch 
a load according to formulre well known and generally 
made use of. 

Nothing exemplified more strongly the confidence felt 
by Mr. Hodges in the strength of the work, than the se
vere test to which' he exposed it. The writer well remem
bers the" peculiar feelings" he experienced when stand
ing at the marking-post assigned him, surrounded at the 
same time by an Egyptian darkness. dense enough to be 
felt, arising from the condensed steam and the smoke of 
the engines, and totallyobscuring the light of a glass lamp 
twu feet distant. To thns stand closely pressed up against 
the side bf the tube, with eyes and lamp brought within a 
few inches of the datum-line intently watching its move
ments, and leaving but sufficient room for the slipping, 
groaning, puffing but invisible engines and their heavily 
loaded ClUS to pass, with but a quarter of an inch of boiler
plate between time and eternity; or when mentally rea
soned back to safety and security, and while listening, dur
ing the stoppage of the train, to the surging, cracking, 
crashing ice far below, as it swept past, to have those feel
ings of personal security dissipated in a moment by the 
thought of an over-loaded car breaking down and burying 
the deflection-observer beneath its weight, was surel1, reason enough for the existence of the" peculiar feelings ' 
alluded to. 

NEW METHOD OF T RANSMITTING SIMULTAN

EOl1SLY TWO DISPATCHES ON ONE WIRE. 

[Translated from the Journal of the Austrian Telegraph Association.] 

In order to transmit two dispatches from one sta
tion to another simultaneously through one wire, 
the instruments have to be so arranged that the same 
make four different results possible in the four differ
ent cases. In transmitting two dispatches simulta
neously in the same direction through the same wire, 
eithe� two signals have to be transmitted at once, or 
one signal of the first or one signal of the second dis
patch only , or, finally, no signal at all Those four 
cases must be distinguishable at the transmitting 
stalion, and partieularly at the receiving station. 

III the transmitting �tation two ordinary Morse 
keys, I and II, Fig. 1, are employed. 'l'he fulcrum, 
2, of the key, 1, is connected with the line wire, L, 
and the fulcrum of the key, II, with the earth, E. 
The working contact, 3, oJ -the first key connebts 
with the rest contact of tbe second key, and in this 

connection the double line battery, a b, is inserted. 
The rest contact of the key, I, connects with 1he rest 
contact, i, of the key, II, and consequently with the 
zinc pole, z, of the battery, a; and, finally, a wire 
extends from the working contact, 3; of the second 
key to the wir e connecting the copper pole, k, of the 
battery, a, with the zinc pole, t, of the battery, b. In 
transmitting two dispatches simultaneously, one 
through each key, the following four cases may 
occur :-

First, Two signals are transmitted simultaneously. 
In this c ase both keys are depressed, and the battery, 
b, is clos ed; a positive current passes from its copper 
pole, k', through 3 and 2 of the key, I, and through 
the line wire, L, to the receiving station, B, thence 
down into the earth, and through 2 and 3, of the key, 
n, back to the !'linc pole, z', of the battery, b. 
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Second, One signal of the sllcond dispatch only to 
be transmitted. In this case the key, II, is depressed 
and the battery, a, is closed, and a current of equal 
power passes in an opposite direction through the line 
wire. If the former current is positive, this is nega
tive, passing from the zinc pole, z, of the battery, a, 

through 1 and 2 of the key, I, and through L to the 
recAiving station, thence to the earth and through 
the earth, and 2 and 3 of the key, II, back to the cop
per pole of the battery, a. 

Third, To transmit one signal of the first dispatch 
only. In this case the key, I, is depressed, and 

JJ 

thereby both batteries are closed. A positive current 
of double power passes through the line wire, starting 
from the copper pole, k', in the battery, b, through 3 
and 2 of the key, I, and through L to the receiving 
station, thence down into the earth, and from E, 
through 2 and 1 of the key, I, to the zinc pole of the 
battery, a. 

Fourth, To transmit no signal. 'In this case neither 
of the keys is depressed, and no current passes through 
the line wire. 

The four cases in transmitting therefore are as 
follow :-Single positive current; single negative 
current; double positive current; no current. 

In the receiving station three different receiving 
instruments are employed, one to be operated by the 
negative, the other by the single positive, and the 
last by the double positive currents. This latter in
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and it is bro11ght in contact with the point, n, when
ever a positive current of double powerpasses thr01.1gh 
the line wire. 

The first and second receiving instruments consist 
of a double relay, Rl, connected and provided with 
two armatures, rand l, the armature, l, being oper
ated by negative, and the armature, r, ,by positive 
curreil ts of ordinary power. 

The balance of the fixtures of the receiving station 
will be easily understood. M' and M2 represent the 
two Morse instruments ; I and II two local batteries, 
the copper pole, K, of the first being connected with 
the armature, r, and its zinc pole, Z, with one end of 
the helix of the instrument, M', while the other end 
of this helix is connected by means of the wire, I, 
with the first end of the helix in the instrument, M2, 
and the second end of the latter with the copper pole 
of the local battery, II. The ziqc. pole of this local 
battery connects with the point, m, of the relay, R2, 
and the point, n, of this rolay is connected with the 
wire, I, between the two instruments, M' and M2. 
Finally, the armature of the relay, R2, connects 
through the point, c, and· wire, g, with the cores of 
the relay, R', and the armature, l, of this relay is con
nected with the wire, t, between the instruments, M' 
and M2. Consequently the relay, R', is inserted i n  
such a manner that the local current always paSlles 
through the cores of the electro-magnets in R', and 
through the wire, g ; the line current, on the other 
hand, circulates round the cores of the relays, R' and 
R2, one after the other. The spring of the relay, ru), 
has a greater tension than that of the relay, R', andi� 
order to be able to regulate both springs simulta-' 
neously, according to the power of the current, they 
connect both to one nut, which serves to adjust the 
springs. The four different cases of transmitth\.gsig
nals produce the following results on the receiving 
station :-

1st. Two signals given; that is, a single pos
itive current in the line wire. By this current the 
the armature, r, is attracted, while the a'rm.llture of 
R2 remains in contact with the point, m; Doth local 
batteries are closed, the current passing from K, in 
the battery, I, throughrandg, to .. c,!�nd through m 

to Z'lInd K' of the battery-, II, and through M2, land 
M', to the zinc pole, Z, in 1. llpth instruments, M' 
and M2, operate and produce the signal on the paper. 
Both local batteries being closed the local current has 
sufficient power to operate both instruments. 

2d. One signal of the second dispatch given; that 
is, a single negative current in the line wire. By this 
current the armature, l, of the relay, n: is attracted, 
and the armature of R2, remains still in contact with 
the point, m; by .this the local battery, II, only is 
closed and its current passes from K' through lV'.l2, and 

I to l, thence through g, c and m, back to Z', in II. 
The signal of the key, II, therefore, is recorded by 
the instrument, M2. 

3d. One signal of the first dispatch given; that is, 
a double positive current in the line wire. By this 
current the armature of the relay, R2, is brought from 
the point, m to 'II, and at the same time the armature 
r, of the relay, R', is attracted and brought in contact 
with the core; by this the local battery, I, is closed 
and its current passes from K through r and g to c, 

thence to n, and through h, I and M', back to the 
zinc pole, Z, of the battery, 1. The signal of the key, 
I, is recorded by the instrument, M'. 

4th. No signal is transmitted, that is, no current in 
the line wire. In this case neither the local battery, 
I, nor II is closed, since the armatures of both relays 
remain unaffected, and consequently no signal is re
corded by either of the instruments, M' M2. 

It remains to describe the arrangement of the sev
eral instruments for transmitting and recording two 
dispatches sent simultaneously through the same wire 
in opposite directions. 

'to •• 

TIlE district immediately aronnd Manehester, En
gland, contains two hundred cotton manufacturing 
settlements. The amount of English capital em
barked in the cotton manufacture in 1836 was £ 3 5;-
000.000. In 1861 it is £100,000,000. 

strument consists of an ordinary relay, R2, Fig. 2, STATE and county fairs are now in full blast all 
the armature of which vibrates between the two through the Eastern and Western States, and appear 
points of contact, m and'll, the point, c, being con- ;to be kept up with unflagging interest. The exhi1n
tinually connected with said armature. When at tions of agricultural products, too, a:ppear to. be as 
rest, the armature is in contact with the point, m, good as usual. 
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